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The Green Solar Energy for the African Villages is a project which started in Kenya in 2020 and
continued in 2021 with the support of WFWPI and Giving for Good International.
The goal is to create an environment for witnessing by solving the problems they are facing in their
villages and at the same time teaching them True family values and new skills of empowerment in their
families.
This year of 2022 the project was held in Kitui County in Kenya with a goal of Lighting up the villages
where many families cannot afford electricity or in most cases there is no connection. So this leaves many
families in darkness after sunset and many families result to using kerosene lamps or firewood light which
is harmful to their health.
The program on the 19th March 2022 consisted of True Family value lecture to the Light of Ngieni
Women Group, after which they were trained on how to make liquid hand washing soap. They also
received the solar lamps for each homestead which were later installed in their homes to the delight of all
the family members.
All women who attended the program registered as peace Associates of WFWP through the Mother`s
Heart Peace Network Initiative.
The next day the team visited homes as a program for family outreach to create an environment for
witnessing and also networking.
The green solar lamps are safe to use and many families who have benefited from this project have
expressed gratitude as mothers are now able to milk their cows late evening or early morning using those
lamps, cook their food in a well lighted environment in the evenings and school going children can now
do their homework comfortably in the evenings which was a challenge before.

The families are grateful to the Founder of WFWPI the Mother of Peace for this social impact projects
which have changed lives of so many families in the African Villages. They refer to the Mother of Peace
as also the Mother of Light for bringing not only peace in their families but also light which eradicates all
the darkness.

